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Vision and Goals: Building Upon Current Transportation Systems
Evaluation of existing conditions and feedback received from stakeholders, the MAC and residents in general
were critical in affirming the vision for Superior Mobility and developing the goals to deliver against that vision.
However, additional input was used to confirm the mobility goals. Analyses of demographic and development
trends and projections provided information regarding the alignment of trends and projections with the aspired
conditions in Sugar Land.
Results of the analysis of demographic and development trends and projections mirror input received City
officials and residents. The City needs to improve and expand its current transportation options - roadways,
technology, bicycle/pedestrian facilities, demand responsive and commuter park and ride transit service - to
realize Superior Mobility. Similarly, alternative land use development patterns represented by mixed use
developments are important in realizing Superior Mobility; however, the relationship between land use
development and mobility needs to be reinforced further. The analyses of existing/future conditions compared
to the aspired vision for Superior Mobility led to the identification of gaps that need to be addressed if Superior
Mobility is to be achieved.

Demographic and Development Trends and Projections
Demographic Trends and Projections - Sugar Land’s 2010 population is estimated to be between 78,817 (US
Census 2010 Census of Population and Housing) and 84,511 (City of Sugar Land). While growth in Sugar Land
slowed between 2000 and 2010 compared to recent decades, it was still robust. Of the 20 largest cities in the
Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) the City had the fifth largest increase in
population between 2000 and 2010 based on absolute numbers (The Economy at a Glance Houston, Greater
Houston Partnership, Volume 20, Number 3, March 2011). Looking forward to the next 10 years, the City
estimates that in 2020 the population of Sugar Land will be 91,500, with an additional 85,000 residents in the
ETJ by 2020 (November 2005 Comprehensive Plan Update).
According to the 2009 American Community Survey, an overwhelming
majority (85 percent) of Sugar Land residents live in family households. The
City remains an attractive location for families, most of who live in singlefamily detached homes (87 percent). Sugar Land residents are fairly affluent
with a median household income of $99,671 per household in 2009; the
median household income is expected to continue to increase in the near
future. By comparison, the City of Houston’s median household income in
2009 was $47,797, Missouri City’s was $82,569 and Pearland’s was $86,350.
The median Sugar Land house value in 2009 was $221,100, which is 62
percent higher than Houston’s median house value of $136,000. The price
of housing in Sugar Land is likely one reason why the median age has
increased—many young professionals are priced out of the housing market. The price of a single family house,
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coupled with the fact that only a small percentage of the housing stock is multifamily residences, limits opportunities for singles and young marrieds to live in
Sugar Land. Many young professionals live in Houston and commute to Sugar
Land for work. Not surprisingly, one of the trends in the demographics of Sugar
Land includes the fact that Sugar Land’s population is aging. In 1990, the
median age was 30 and by 2009 it reached 40.3 years old. This trend is
expected to continue in the near future. Continued increase in the median age
of the residents has implications regarding their housing and transportation
needs. As people age, they might not want to, or are unable to, maintain a
house. Additionally, their driving might be restricted or they might not be able
to drive at all.

Development trends and projections – Due to the success of Town Square and Lake Pointe, additional mixed
use developments are planned in Sugar Land including Imperial Development. The Imperial development will
include seven districts including the Refinery Mixed-use Districts, Ballpark District, Business Park Districts, SH 6
Commercial and Open Space/Utility District. In addition to the two Refinery Mixed Use Districts, the Ballpark
District will also include mixed-use development. The Imperial development will include a mixture of residential
development, including single-family and multi-family, building upon the trend for an increased housing mix of
single-family and multi-family (condominiums) in Lake Pointe. An increase in housing mix is necessary if the City
wants to encourage people living and working in Sugar Land.
There is also a growing market demand for smaller homes. Smaller houses on smaller lots allow for more
compact, walkable development. Nationally, home sizes are decreasing. Locally, the Houston metropolitan area
experienced an 8.6 percent decline in house size between 2007 and 2009, with a median house size of 1956 sq.
ft. in 2007 and 1800 sq. ft. in 2009. In Telfair new homes approximately 1,900 sq. ft. on around 8,000 sq. ft.
(0.18 acre) lots are being constructed. With a new market for smaller houses, Sugar Land will likely see an
increase in the density of residential development,
even

in

single-family

detached,

residential

communities.
Historical and projected employment data is provided
in Figure 3.1. By 2025, the employment in Sugar Land
is projected to be between 64,000 and 80,000. The
Sugar Land Economic Development Plan (City of Sugar
Land Economic Development Plan, 5-Year Strategic
Roadmap, 2011-2016, April 2011) includes initiatives
to establish Sugar Land as a "Regional Business Center
of Excellence". Office space is planned in the Imperial
Development, Telfair Tract 5 and at other locations.
The mobility impacts of becoming a "Regional Business
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Center of Excellence" and providing more local jobs are numerous including the increase in jobs for Sugar Land
residents. The demand for regional commute trips by residents will be reduced, which will in turn reduce
transportation costs and the carbon footprint of those residents. Although the number of regional commute
trips by Sugar Land residents will be reduced, the demand for reverse commute trips will increase as Sugar Land
becomes a regional employment center. The impact of the additional reverse commuter trips could lessen some
of the environmental benefits of the increase in local work trips, unless transportation systems are implemented
to accommodate the reverse commute trips.
Another stated objective of the Economic Development Plan is to develop four destination activity centers
including Town Center, Memorial Park, Tract 5 and Imperial Development. In addition to the StarTex Power
Field and mixed-use development in the Imperial Development, the City has plans for a concert venue, as well as
a convention center and hotel development on Tract 5 in Telfair. Development of a festival site is planned in
Memorial Park. The proper transportation infrastructure needs to be in place to support the local and regional
demand to access these facilities and provide connections between these activity centers.

Roadway Projections
The Houston-Galveston Area Council’s (H-GAC) 2009 and 2035 Regional Models were used to evaluate the
ability of the future roadway network to meet the travel demands of Sugar Land. The model inputs were
reviewed for accuracy. The 2009 levels-of-service and daily bidirectional traffic volumes graphically represented
in Figure 3.2 are based on the number of lanes and approximate traffic volumes for the major roadways and
freeways in Sugar Land area in 2009. The 2035 levels-of-service and daily bidirectional traffic volumes shown in
Figure 3.3 reflect the improvements to the roadway network included in the City’s Capital Improvements
Program (CIP), H-GAC’s Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and 2035 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
regional improvements, such as the construction of the Grand Parkway and the extension of the Fort Bend
Tollroad. Even with the planned roadway improvements, delays on the major streets are projected to worsen
between 2009 and 2035.
Additionally, the 2009 and projected 2035 levels of service along the regional corridors are illustrated in Figures
3.4 and 3.5. As in the case of the Sugar Land roadway levels-of-service in Figure 3.2 and 3.3, the regional levelsof-service reflect existing 2009 number of lanes and traffic volumes, while the 2035 include the corridor
improvements in the TIP and RTP. As indicated by the decline in the levels-of-service, the planned roadway
improvements 2009-2035 are necessary but are not adequate to accommodate the projected demand.
Additional operational improvements are needed to improve the roadway network, as are improvements to
facilitate the use of other modes.
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Figure 3.2 2009 Sugar Land Levels-of-Service

Figure 3.3 2035 Sugar Land Levels-of-Service
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Figure 3.4 2009 Regional Levels-of-Service

Figure 3.5 2035 Regional Levels-of-Service
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Increasing Transportation Costs
In addition to an increase in delays on area and regional roadways by 2035, fuel prices are likely to increase over
time. The Center for Neighborhood Technology has created a housing and transportation affordability index,
which evaluates the impact of the increase in gasoline prices on monthly transportation costs.
transportation

costs

The

include

auto ownership costs, auto use

Figure 3.6 Monthly Transportation Costs

costs and public transit costs. As
shown in Figure 3.6, Sugar Land
and Fort Bend residents are
susceptible

to

increases

in

gasoline prices because of the
predominance of residents who
commute

to

regional

employment centers such as
Downtown Houston, Galleria,
Greenway

Plaza

and

Texas

Medical Center and the lack of
other transportation options.
The future transportation costs for Sugar Land residents, as well as Fort Bend residents, will be impacted by the
success of the City in establishing Sugar Land as a "Regional Business Center of Excellence".

Critical Gaps Preventing the Achievement of Superior Mobility
During the course of the study, numerous gaps were identified between existing/projected conditions and the
desired mobility system that will result in Superior Mobility. The identified gaps have been organized around
themes, which are discussed in the following paragraphs. These gaps served as the basis for the development of
strategies and initiatives for achieving the mobility goals.

Breaking Down Mobility Barriers
The current roadway network creates barriers to providing Superior
Mobility. Some of these barriers are physical and others are related to
traffic operations. These barriers include:
Limited crossings of the Brazos River.
Traffic delays due to the volume of trains on the UPRR Glidden
line.
Lack of signal progression along corridors within Sugar Land and
between Sugar Land and adjacent cities to maximize the flow of traffic.
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Some traffic signals are not sensitive to traffic volumes; a traffic signal can be green at an approach
where there are no vehicles.
Peak hour travel times are not predictable.
Major destinations are focused at intersection of US 59 at SH 6; there is traffic congestion along SH 6
and at the intersection.
Bicyclists and pedestrians have difficulty crossing physical barriers (US 59 and Brazos River).
Bicyclists and pedestrians have difficulty crossing regional roadways (SH 6 and US 90A)

Managing Long Term Growth
Future mobility in Sugar Land will be influenced
by the way in which the City accommodates
growth and guides new development and
redevelopment. Gaps identified with respect to
existing/future

development

patterns

and

proposed development patterns that will
provide Superior Mobility include:
Residential land use patterns do not
provide

connections

neighborhoods

or

between
between

neighborhoods and destinations.
The adopted Future Land Use Plan does not include a mixture of land uses in the ETJ.
City policies do not provide opportunities for all modes of transportation to serve future new
developments and redevelopment.
The thoroughfare and collector systems are not currently planned for undeveloped areas, particularly
the ETJ.

Maximizing Utilization of the Roadway Network
Roadways are designed primarily to optimize the flow of vehicular traffic. The City has been aggressive in
providing turn lanes at intersections and other improvements that maximize the use of the right-of-way.
Identified gaps between the design of the roadway network and a roadway network that supports Superior
Mobility include:
Roadways are not designed to accommodate bicycles.
Some residents do not want to share the road with bicyclists and, in the absence of a network of bicycle
facilities, bicyclists have to ride on the road.
The sidewalk network is not continuous in some cases and, oftentimes, the sidewalks are too narrow to
provide for pedestrians.
The sidewalks are reaching the end of their useful life and require maintenance.
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Pedestrians and bicyclists do not feel safe traveling around the City.

Critical Corridors and Creating Connections
With the exception of Town Square, the retail areas that are located in Town Center are designed with
convenient parking for each individual store. As additional activity centers are developed in Sugar Land (Imperial
Development, the concert venue and Convention Center planned on Tract 5 and the Festival Site in Memorial
Park), people will travel along SH 6, US 90A, University Boulevard, US 59 and Lexington Boulevard to travel
between the activity centers. The gaps between current circulation patterns within Town Center, and between
activity centers in the future, and Superior Mobility include:
People have to use an automobile to circulate around Town Center.
People will not be able to travel between activity centers without using an automobile.

Creating Economic Value
Freight rail is an economic asset. Rail access is beneficial in attracting and maintaining businesses as evidenced
by the fact that the Sugar Land Business Park is almost built-out. Establishing Sugar Land as a "Regional Business
Center of Excellence" and a regional destination for entertainment will also create economic value for the City of
Sugar Land. Gaps preventing the City from capitalizing on these catalysts for economic development include:
Additional access to the UPRR Glidden line will be virtually impossible.
The economic value of the BNSF line adjacent to FM 2759 has not been evaluated.
A mix of housing types is not available, which is needed to increase opportunities for people to live and
work in Sugar Land.
Transportation infrastructure and services are not available to support Sugar Land as a entertainment
destination.

Providing Commuter Mobility
The two park and ride facilities in Sugar Land provide direct access to Galleria/Uptown, Greenway Plaza and
Texas Medical Center, as well as indirect access to Downtown Houston. Additionally, vanpool and carpool
options are available to Sugar Land residents. The following gaps between these services and Superior Mobility
were identified:
Many residents are not aware of the availability of commuter options.
Residents who are aware of these services want additional service, particularly to Downtown Houston.
Sugar Land employers want their employees to be able to get to Sugar Land, if they do not have a car.
Commuter options are needed to support reverse commute trips resulting from Sugar Land becoming a
"Regional Business Center of Excellence".
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Promoting an Active Lifestyle
Providing infrastructure that encourages people to walk and ride their bicycle
is critical in providing the desired multimodal transportation system. Gaps
between the existing bicycle and pedestrian facilities and Superior Mobility
were identified, including:
Existing bicycle trails do not provide connections to destinations.
Many residents in Sugar Land believe that bicycling and walking are
for recreational purposes only.
Typically, there are no bicycle/pedestrian connections between the
public right-of-way and a building.
Bike racks and other bicycle/pedestrian amenities are usually not provided at public and private
buildings.
Sidewalks are considered by some people to be acceptable facilities for bicycle riders.
Students often have difficulty walking or riding a bike to school because of the lack of safe facilities, and
sometimes because of the circulation patterns around the school.

Mobility for All
In addition to providing a multimodal transportation system, the transportation system should accommodate all
ages and abilities. As residents age, their transportation needs will change. Transportation services should be
available to meet the needs of the elderly. At the other end of the spectrum, transportation facilities should be
designed for use by children, as well as adults. Also, to the extent possible, transportation infrastructure and
services that are provided should be suitable for residents with disabilities. Fort Bend County is currently
providing transportation to every resident who requests the service through its demand responsive transit
service. As the City grows and the population transportation needs change, Sugar Land should ensure that the
continued mobility needs of the residents are being met.

Plan for the Future
Long-range plans for providing Superior Mobility to its residents will require Sugar Land to look beyond its
boundaries. The mobility of the region has, and will continue to have, an impact on mobility in Sugar Land.
Many mobility issues cannot be addressed by Sugar Land alone and the City must be proactive in pursuing
Superior Mobility by taking the following actions:
Work with regional partners in planning a regional transportation system that would better connect
Sugar Land to regional destinations, as well as support Sugar Land as a regional destination.
Work with regional partners in identifying funding sources and providers of a regional transportation
system
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Goals, Strategies and Initiatives
Through the public involvement process and the analyses of existing/future conditions in Sugar Land, gaps
between existing/future conditions have been identified that will prevent Sugar Land from achieving the
mobility goals. Strategies and initiatives have been developed to address these gaps so that the mobility goals
can deliver against the vision for Superior Mobility, as shown on the following pages. The City should pursue
implementation of these strategies and initiatives.
Each one of the goals, as well as strategies and initiatives designed to achieve Superior Mobility, will be
discussed in detail in the following chapters:
Chapter 4 - Goal 1: Predictable, Acceptable Travel Times, Increasing Connectivity Within the Sugar Land
Area
Chapter 5 - Goal 2: Well-designed, well-maintained transportation infrastructure that is safe for all users
Chapter 6 - Goal 3: Transportation Choices That Meet the Needs of All City Residents Now and in the
Future
Chapter 7 - Goal 4: Transportation Choices That Promote a Healthy, Active Lifestyle
Chapter 8 - Goal 5: Integrated Regional Transit Services Connecting To and From Sugar Land via
Convenient, Efficient Trips
Chapter 9 - Goal 6: Leverage Transportation Infrastructure to Support the Continued Economic Vitality
of the City
Chapter 10 – Goal 7: Coordinated Land Use Development and Mobility Planning that Supports the
Preservation of Neighborhood Integrity
Chapter 11 - Goal 8: Effective Partnerships with Other Agencies to Address Mobility Issues within and
Beyond the City Borders
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#1 – Develop systematic approach to address
safety issues across all modes

#5 ‐ Influence ETJ development south of Brazos
River to facilitate implementation of City goals

#4 ‐ Provide multimodal connectivity between
neighborhoods and destinations

#3 ‐ Support relocation of through freight rail
traffic

#2 – Continue to actively manage Traffic
Management/ITS systems

#1 – Optimize roadway network to meet
continued City and regional growth

Strategy

Well‐designed, well‐maintained
#2 – Improve balance in transportation network
transportation infrastructure that is safe for to include all travel modes
all users
#3 – Develop a maintenance strategy that
addresses an aging infrastructure and City
mobility goals
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1

Predictable, acceptable travel times,
increasing connectivity in the Sugar Land
area

#3 – CGoal

City of Sugar Land Comprehensive Mobility Plan
Goals, Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve Vision of Superior Mobility

3A – Incorporate a context sensitive evaluation in plan preparation for City reconstruction/
maintenance projects

2B – Require multimodal connections in site plans, general plans and Traffic Impact Analyses

4C – Provide bicycle/pedestrian connectivity across the Brazos River
5A – Encourage mix of uses, such as neighborhood services
5B – Provide bike/pedestrian connections between neighborhoods and destinations
5C ‐ Require collector connectivity between neighborhoods
1A ‐ Institute program to identify high crash locations, or potential high crash locations
(automobiles, bicycles, pedestrians), and implement mitigation measures
2A – Adopt Complete Streets policies and design standards that will improve bicycle,
pedestrian and transit safety and functionality

4B – Explore potential for construction of multimodal grade separated crossing(s) of US 59

Initiatives
1A – Periodically reevaluate access management policies and implement on key corridors as
redevelopment occurs
1B – Initiate plans for accommodating development and associated traffic south of Brazos
River
1C – Identify collector streets on the Major Thoroughfare Plan to increase connectivity and
reduce trip lengths
1D – Work with regional partners to improve connectivity external to the City
1E – Construct railroad grade separations at strategic locations
1F – Review City requirements for mitigating regional traffic impacts of development
projects
1G – Support efforts to relieve congestion on US 59, i.e., potential alignment of I‐69 around
Sugar Land
2A – Establish Sugar Land Transportation Management Center as satellite hub for
connection between TranStar and Fort Bend County
2B – Expand coverage of Traffic Responsive Signal System
2C – Implement pilot project for Traffic Adaptive Signal System, with potential for
systemwide implementation
2D – Leverage ITS system for performance measurement, e.g., using technology to collect
traffic data to optimize roadway operations and establish funding priorities
2E – Provide traveling public with real time data to assist them in route planning
3A – Approach regional partners to develop regional consensus, identify funding sources and
move forward with implementation
4A ‐ Improve at‐grade pedestrian/bicycle connections across barriers, e.g., US 59, US 90A
and SH 6

Transportation choices that promote a
healthy, active lifestyle

4
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Transportation choices that meet the needs
of all City residents now and in the future
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Goal

Initiatives
1A ‐ Continue education and/or marketing programs designed to increase ridership on
existing demand responsive and commuter transit services
1B ‐ Work with Fort Bend County (FBC) Public Transportation to plan and provide for future
demand

3A – Explore opportunities for private transit service providers (jitneys or private for profit
companies) to serve local trips in and around Sugar Land and transportation for students

#2 – Implement transit circulator service during
high demand periods

#3 –Develop innovative strategies to encourage
transit use

#2 – Use policy
policy, regulatory
regulatory, and planning tools to 2B – Partner with the private sector to ensure provision of pedestrian/bicycle amenities
ensure that construction of public and private
2C – Require on‐site bicycle/pedestrian connections and amenities through site plan review
developments are consistent with the City’s
process
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure plans
2D – Adopt policy that recognizes differences between bicycle and pedestrian needs, i.e.,
sidewalks are not typically appropriate for bicycles
3A ‐ Create and distribute a bike route map
3B – Explore need for Safe Routes to School Plan with school districts
#3 – Foster a culture of support for bicyclists and 3C ‐ Implement programs that encourage use of alternative modes of transportation, such
pedestrians
as “Bike‐to‐Work Day”
3D – Implement educational programs regarding pedestrian and bicycle safety
3E – Explore the potential for standing City/Resident Bicycle Committee

1A – Implement Hike and Bike Master Plan with focus on bikeway “arterials”
#1 – Expand bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure 1B ‐ Enhance connections of trail network to destinations, including transit facilities
1C – Implement on‐street bicycle facilities to supplement the existing/proposed hike and
to serve all trips (recreational and
bike trail network
nonrecreational) and increase safety
1D – Explore use of technology to improve pedestrian and bicycle safety, e.g., in‐pavement
lighting, pedestrian heads
2A – Incorporate complete streets in design of roadway projects

2A – Create public private partnership between City and Town Center businesses to provide
circulator transit service, e.g., Holiday Circulator or special events
2B – As additional activity centers are constructed (Imperial Sugar/Baseball Stadium,
Entertainment Venue, etc.), expand public private partnerships to include circulator service
between the activity centers

1D – Ensure transit facilities and vehicles accommodate bicycles and pedestrians, e.g.,
bicycle/pedestrian connections, bike racks on buses and bike racks at facilities

#1 – Promote and expand existing transit choices 1C – Partner with FBC Public Transportation to develop direct commuter service to
Downtown and/or simplified connection to Downtown, i.e. combined FBC/METRO fare

Strategy

City of Sugar Land Comprehensive Mobility Plan
Goals, Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve Vision of Superior Mobility

Transportation infrastructure that supports
the continued economic vitality of the city
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5

Integrated regional transit services
connecting to and from Sugar Land via
convenient, efficient trips

Goal

5A – Provide transit service to major employers and off‐peak service to major destinations

#2 ‐ Support the City's Economic Development
Plan

1A – Implement initiatives to establish Sugar Land as a "Regional Business Center of
Excellence", reducing demand for regional commute trips by residents

#3 – Consider potential commercial uses south of 3A – Evaluate need for a business park with potential rail access in the City’s ETJ (north of
FM 2759), including impact on the existing City Land Use Plan and other Master Plans
the Brazos River

#2 – Develop transportation infrastructure to
2A – Evaluate the potential to relocate existing UP Imperial Sugar rail spur to the proposed
support the airport as a driver of job creation and
industrial park west of the Airport
economic activity

#1 – Effectively capitalize on rail infrastructure
assets while limiting impact on connectivity

#5 – Assess transit opportunities that allow non‐
Sugar Land residents to access Sugar Land
destinations

#4 – Plan for Regional Rapid Transit Phase 2:
Commuter Rail

#3 – Implement Regional Rapid Transit Phase 1:
Bus Rapid Transit

#2 – Identify short‐range and long‐range Park &
Ride facility requirements for Sugar Land

1A– Work with H‐GAC’s Commute Solutions, METRO and private sector to encourage
residents/employers to use alternative commute strategies

#1 – Encourage alternative commute strategies,
i.e., carpool/vanpool, telecommuting, reverse
commuting, FlexWork

2A ‐ Conduct a comprehensive study to assess the demand for and optimal locations for
Park & Ride services in Sugar Land, taking advantage of studies being conducted by regional
partners (Fort Bend County, METRO) and the recommended Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in
Sugar Land (Strategy #3)
2B – Consider preferential treatment for buses on major Park & Ride routes (e.g., diamond
lanes and signal preemption) to enhance the attractiveness of transit
3A ‐ Develop premium, branded Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service for the City with preferred
station location at intersection of US 59 at University Boulevard, with initial service to
Downtown Houston
3B ‐ Provide connections between station and surrounding land uses via other modes such
as bicycles, e.g., the Ditch H Trail
3C – Consider route and operation of transit service to reinforce activity centers between
Town Center and Tract 5 (Tract 5 development)
3D ‐ Coordinate with TxDOT/METRO, e.g., potential 2‐way HOV/HOT lane for commuter and
off‐peak service between Houston and Sugar Land
3E – Identify optimal operating partner: Fort Bend County, METRO, other
4A – Conduct a feasibility study in conjunction with regional partners (e.g., H‐GAC Fort Bend
County and Cities, METRO, Gulf Coast Rail District) to determine preferred rail corridor, i.e.,
US 59, US 90A or other
4B ‐ Initiate and influence regional decisions regarding management, funding,
implementation and operation of a rail system in Fort Bend County
4C ‐ Identify and preserve locations for future rail alignments and stations for potential
corridors, i.e., US 59 at University, Imperial development, Sugar Land Town Center and
Lexington Boulevard
4D ‐ Implement Regional Rapid Transit Phase 2 when congestion and demand warrant
construction

Initiatives

Strategy

City of Sugar Land Comprehensive Mobility Plan
Goals, Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve Vision of Superior Mobility

#1 – Identify partners for projects that extend
beyond the City borders

1A – Initiate partnerships with state, regional and municipal agencies to implement projects
that align with Sugar Land’s mobility goals and provide solutions to regional transportation
issues

#5 ‐ Encourage increased communication
5A – Evaluate need for Safe Routes to School Plans in coordination with school districts
between the City and school districts to improve
access to schools and reduce impacts on mobility 5B – Encourage school districts to include City early in site location and site plan decisions

Initiatives
1A – Leverage opportunity areas to create mixed‐use developments that support walking,
biking and transit
#1 Optimize roadway network to meet continued 1B – Identify mobility improvements and multimodal transportation corridors to strengthen
City and regional growth
local activity centers.
1C – Institutionalize multimodal connectivity through City ordinances and the development
review process
2A
– Include district wide, shared parking at activity centers, including parking for public
#2 – Further utilize modified parking requirements
facilities
and potential transit hubs.
to improve flexibility and accessibility for new
2B – Evaluate potential for market driven parking capacity in higher density activity centers,
development/ redevelopment
e.g., elimination of parking requirements
3A – Develop neighborhood centers in the ETJ
#3 – Encourage commercial/mixed use
development in undeveloped portions of City to 3B – Identify alternative mode access to activity centers (bike and pedestrian routes), thus
reducing car trips
reduce trips through congested corridors
4A – Ensure mobility projects (new and reconstruction projects) preserve neighborhood
#4 – Include neighborhood considerations in
connectivity and integrity
mobility planning

Strategy

#3 – Take leadership role with other entities
whose facilities impact mobility in Sugar Land,
e.g., railroad companies and school districts

3A – Initiate dialogue with public and private entities, such as railroad companies and school
districts, regarding anticipated growth and planned projects; work with entities to mitigate
impact of plans/projects.

2A – Initiate Public Private Partnerships that promote a multimodal transportation system
Effective partnership with other agencies to #2 – Explore private services or partnerships that
address mobility issues within and beyond would benefit the City
2B – Engage the development community, including the Development Committee, to
y borders
the City’s
p
integration
g
of transportation
p
goals
g
in projects
p j
improve
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Coordinated land use development and
mobility planning that supports the
preservation of neighborhood integrity

Goal

City of Sugar Land Comprehensive Mobility Plan
Goals, Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve Vision of Superior Mobility

